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58 Claims. 

1 
This invention relates to label applying ma 

chines and has for its principal object the provi 
sion of an improved means'for applying labels 
to articles whose con?guration or the place of 
application of the label thereto makes it desirable 
that the label ?rst be shaped before it is mounted 
on the article. 

In accordance with the above and other objects 
which will hereinafter become more apparent; 
the invention provides a transfer device having 
a label carrying surface substantially conform 
ing to the article surface to which the label is to 
be applied and means for depositing the label on 
such surface of the transfer device. - 
In the accompanying drawings, which illustrate 

examples of the invention without de?ning its 
limits, Fig. 1 is a fragmentary side 'elevational 
view of a. label applying machine embodying the 
invention; Fig. 2 is a perspective view of an artl~ 
cle having an interiorly applied label; Fig. 3 
is a front elevational view of the transfer device 
and coacting label support shown in Fig. 1; Fig. 4 
is a view similar to Fig. 3 illustrating another 
form of label support for carrying out the purposes 
of the invention; Fig. 5 is a side elevational View 
of another form of transfer device and showing 
it depositing a label in a suture tube and Fig. 6 
is an end view of the article in Fig. 5 showing the 
label deposited therein. ' 
The term “label” used throughout the follow 

I ing description is intended to include any sheet 
‘I of material which is to be deposited on or in an 
article for the purpose of identifying the con 
tents thereof. or for any other purpose. .The 
label may haveany desired form and may or may, 

' not‘have' thereon a coating of adhesive material, 
such as, a suitable glue or heat activatable ther 
moplastic material, for the purpose of adhering 
the label to the article. Thus, wherein the speci 
?cation and the claims it is stated that the label 
is applied to an article or surface, it is intended 
that the word “apply” shall include a?ixing, de 
positing, laying or placing the label on or in an 
article or on a surface. Also in practicing the 
invention, the labels may either be fed in the 
form of a continuous web from a supply roll in 
a well-known manner or be fed individually, as 
from a supply stack. In the machine illustrated 
in Fig. 1 of the drawings, the source of label 
supply is shown as an upright stack of individual 
labels 9 contained in a hopper I0 and ‘coated on 
their lower faces with a heat activatable thermo 
plastic material. The hopper i0 may include any 
conventional elevating means for raising‘ the 
stack 01 labels 9 at periodic intervals to thereby 
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2 
restore the top label in the stack to a predeter 
mined height, and thus maintain the top labels 
at a. substantially constant feeding level. 
In accordance with the invention, the labels 9 

are fed from the stack or store thereof on the 
support or elevating means of the hopper II to 
a support i2 by means of a pick-up device of the 
suction operated type which is designated gener 
ally in the drawings by the numeral‘ I I. Suitable 
means may also be associated with the hopper. ID 
to facilitate the feed of the labels from the stack 
by the pick-up device ll. After a. label 9 has 
been deposited upon the support it‘, a label car 
rier or transfer device generally designated by 
the numeral l3, transfers the label in ‘a reshaped 
condition from the support H to the article II. 
which is mounted on a suitable support, such as 
for exam-pie, the article supporting means desig 
nated IS in Fig. 1 of the drawings. Inasmuch as 
in this machine the labels to be applied to the 
articles by the transfer device I3 are obtained 
from the support 12 to which they are successively 
fed by the pick-up device l I, such support I2 may ~ 
be stated to constitute a label supply or transfer 
station for the labels so transmitted to the arti 
cles. 

_ The label applying machine in which the above 
mentioned devices are embodied, may be of any 
wellvknown type and. for the purpose of illustrat 
ing the invention such parts have been shown as 
embodied in a labeling machine such as is de 
scribed and illustrated in the Von Hole Patent 
No. 2,227,816, issued January '1, 1941. In such 
a machine, there is provided a carriage l6 (see 
Fig. 1) slidably mounted on a horizontal guide 
rail ll supported on the frame of the machine. 
The carriage I6 is reciprocated lengthwise of the 

Y‘ rail (1 in predetermined timed sequence by mech 
anism exempli?ed in Fig. 1 of the drawings by 
the rod l8‘ which is {pivotally connected ‘at I! to 
the carriage. A member or plunger 20 is slidably 
mounted on the carriage l6 and is vertically re 
ciprocated thereon in properly timed relation 
with the associated parts by mechanism exempli 
?ed in Fig. 1 of the drawings by thelroller II 
which is adapted to travel along a horizontally 
extending track 22 which is arranged to be raised 
and lowered to reciprocate the member 20. The 
downward movement of the member 20 may be 
facilitated by _'a vertically disposed spring 23 
which is connected at its lower end to the car 
riage l6 and at its upper end to a lug 2| on the 
member 20. The spring 23 however, may be 
omitted in some instances and gravity alone de 
pended upon to accomplish the downward move- ‘ 
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ment of the member 23 when the track 22 is low 
ered. ' Secured to the lower end of the member 
23 is the label carrier or transfer device I3. Also 
supported in predetermined spaced relation to 
the transfer device I3 on the member 20, is the 
pick-up or label feed device II. The pick-up de 
vice may be mounted in any suitable fashion on 
the member 20, as by a supporting bracket 23, 
which’ is secured at one end to the member 20 and 
at its other end is provided with a depending 
portion 28 to the lower end of which is secured 
the pick-up device II. 

It will be understood from the parts of the 
label machine thus far described, that when in 
the operation of the machine, the parts are po 
sitioned as shown in Fig. 1, the track 22 is in a 
lowered position, the pick-up device II is in po 
sition to pick up a label from the stack or store 
of labels 9 and the transfer device I3 is in 
position to ‘receive a label 9 which has been de 
posited on the support I2 in the previous oper 
ation of the carriage. Both the devices II and 
I3 are of the suction type and are connected. by 
tubes 33 and M, respectively, with a convenient 
source of suction which is controlled by properly 
timed valving means of any suitable type so that 
suction is effected at the label supporting sur 
faces of such devices while they are positioned as 
shown in Fig. l and until the labels carried 
thereby have been deposited on the support I2 
and the article I4. When a label 9 has been 
drawn from the stack by the pick-up device II 
and a label has been taken from the support I2 
by the transfer device I3, the track 22 is raised 
to elevate the member 20 and consequently the 
devices H and I3 with the labels thereon. The 
carriage is then caused to move to the left, as 
viewed in Fig. 1 of the drawings to bring the pick 
up device I I over the support I2 and the transfer 
device I3 into the open end of the article I4 
which has previously been placed on the support 
I5 in label receiving position. The spacing of 
hopper I0, support I2 and support I5 is corre 
lated with relation'to the spacing of devices II 
and I3 on the member 20 to bring the parts ac 
curately into the positions above described. 
When the parts are in the said positions the track 
22 is lowered and the member 20 moves down 
wardly on the carriage IE to thereby cause the 
pick-up device II to deposit the label carried , 
thereby on the support I2 and to cause the trans 
fer device I3 to deposit its label upon the in 
terior surface of the article I4. When the dep 
osition of the two labels has been completed, the 
suction in the devices II and I3 is discontinued 
and the latter are lifted with respect to the car 
riage I6 by the action of track 22 on the roller 
2I and member 23. The labeled article I4 is then 

' removed from the support I5 and the carriage I6 
is retracted to bring the parts back to the posi 
tions shown in Fig. 1 of the drawings to repeat 
the operations above described. 
The support I2 is provided with a label sup 

porting surface 38 at which terminate a plu 
rality of air passageways 31 that are in com 
munication at their lower ends with a chamber. 
35 formed within such support (see Fig. 3). The 
chamber 35 is connected by means of a tube 33 
with a source of air supply. Suitable valve 
means are provided to control the air supply to 
the chamber 35 so as to provide a condition of 
suction in such chamber and consequently at 
the surface 38 of the support when a label is to 
be delivered to such surface by the label pick-up 
or feeding device II and until such label is to 
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be delivered to the transfer device I3. The valve 
means should be also adapted to deliver com 
pressed air into the chamber 35 to blow the de 
posited label 9 into contact with the label carry 
ing surface of the transfer head II when the 
latter is properly positioned in label receiving po 
sition with relation to the support I2. Due to the 
fact that a label on support I2 is deposited there 
on so that its thermoplastic coating is in engage 
ment with surface 38 and the fact that the label 
carrying surface of the transfer device I3 is 
heated in any suitable manner, as by providing 
the device I3 with a conventional electrical type 
of heater located in an electrical circuit and in 
dicated by the wires 32, it is preferred that the 
transfer device I3 should not contact with the 
label on the support but in its pick-up position 
be slightly spaced therefrom to prevent the 
label’s adherence to the support. It is contem 
plated however, to bring the device I3 into con 
tact with the support when the label is not pro-. 
vided with a thermoplastic coating, in which 
case the said valve means may be arranged 
merely to cut off the suction to the chamber 35 
and consequently surface 38 when the device I3 
comes into engagement with the label resting on 
support I2. The surface 38 has a concave shape 
and conforms substantially to the shape of the 
label carrying surface 39 of device I3. Surface 
39 in turn substantially conforms to the interior 
surfaceof the article I’! on which the label 3 is to 
be deposited. A label picked up by device I3 is 
maintained on- surface 39 by suction created 
through the air passageways l0 terminating at 
one end in such surface and communicating at 
their other ends with a chamber II which is con— 
nected by tube 3| to a source of suction controlled 
by valve means of any suitable type so that when 
a label 9 is picked up from support I2 and until 
it is deposited on article I4, such suction will be 
effective at surface 33 to maintain label 9 properly 
in position thereon. 

It will be understood from the foregoing, that 
when a label 9 is deposited on surface 33 of sup 
port I2, the suction effective at such surface will 
cause the label to adhere snugly thereto and take 
a concave shape similar to that of surface 38. 
The label 9 is thuspreshaped on support I2 prior 
to its delivery to the transfer device I3. When 
device I3 is lowered so that it enters into the re 
cess de?ned by surface 38, with its label carry 
ing surface 39 spaced slightly from the exterior 
face of the label, compressed air through tube 36. 
chamber 35 and air passageways 31 will blow 
the preshaped label into contact with surface 33 
where it will be held by the suction effective at 
such surface at that time. The transfer device 
I3 with the shaped label 9 thereon; will then be 
lifted from the support I2, shifted by the car 
riage I8 into the mouth of the article I4 and 
then lowered to deposit the label upon the con 
caved interior surface of article ll. During the 
travel of the transfer device I3 from support I2, 
to the article III, the label 3 is heated by the heat 
ing means 32 carried by device I3 to adhesively 
activate the thermoplastic coating on such label. 
Consequently when the transfer device I3 is low 
ered at the applying station to bring the label 9 
with its heat activated thermoplastic coating into 
engagement with the interior surface of article 
I4, the label will be caused to adhere to such sur 
face of the article. At the proper momene suc— 
tion is cut off in the transfer device I3 and the 
latter is returned to support I2 in the manner 
previously described to transfer another _pre~ 
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shaped label from such support to a succeeding 
article. _ 

Instead of shaping the label 9 priorto its appli 
cation to the article by means of rigid surfaces 
such as the aforementioned surfaces 38 and 89, 
it is within the contemplation of the invention 
to shape the label on surface 39 of the transfer 
device I! by any other suitable means. Thus, in 
Fig. 4 of the drawings, there is illustrated a flex 
ible band or strap I!’ made of any suitable ma 
terial, such as rubber, and supported at its ends 
on pins 46, 46 so as to be positioned across the 
path of travel of the transfer device l3 when it 
is lowered to pick up a label 9. The pins 46, 45 
are provided on the upper ends of two movable 
standards 41, H which are pivotally connected at 
l8, 48 to the base of a U-shaped bracket 5| 
mounted on the machine in any suitable manner. 
The standards 41, ,4‘! are maintained in substan 
tially vertical positions by means of springs 49, 59 
which are connected to the arms 50, 5B of bracket 
5|. I Between its ends, the strap I2’ is provided 
with a plurality of perforations 31' which com 
muhicate with a chamber 35' formed in the cen 
tral portion thereof. The chamber 35' is con 
nected by means of a pipe or tube 36’ with a 
source of suction controlled to provide suction 
in the chamber 35' and consequently at the upper 
surface 38’ of strap l2’ when the label 9 is de 
posited qn the latter and until such label is picked 
up by the transfer device I3. In this operation, 
it will be understood that the central portion of 
the strap I!’ will be depressed ‘by the transfer 
device i3 during the latter’s downward move~ 
ment. During such movement of the transfer 
device IS, the strap I!’ will be shaped to conform 
to the shape of the label carrying surface 39 of 
the transfer device, thus wrapping the label about 
such surface, the standards 41, 41 pivoting to 
ward each other to enable this shaping of strap 
II’ to take place. As the transfer device is raised 
to carry. off the label 9 in the manner previously 
described, support I 2' is returned to its normal 
raised position and standards 41, 4'! return to 
their normal positions under the in?uence of 
springs 49, 49. Stop members 52, 52 on standards 
41, 41 restrict the return movements‘ of the latter 
so that they do not go beyond a vertical position. 

It is also within the contemplation of the in 
vention to provide the label carrying surface of 
the transfer device with any shape which will ac 
complish either the application or the delivery 
of the label to an article. Thus, in Fig, 5 of the 
drawings, the label carrying surface 39' of the 
transfer device I3’ is provided with a cylindrical 
shape to enable it to carry labels which should 
be ?rst shaped into the form of a cylinder before 
insertion into articles, such as, the suture or gut 
tube H’. In applying labels to articles of this 
type, it is not necessary that the labels be given 
a coating of adhesive or thermoplastic material, 
it being merely su?icient to rely on the natural 
resiliency of the label material to maintain it in 
the position it will assume in the article when the 
suction at the surface 39' of the transfer device 
is cut off. Fig. 6 shows the label 9’ positioned 
on the article |4','in the position it assumes after 
release of the vacuum in member l3’ has permit 
ted it to snap out against the wall of the article. 
The label 9’ may be wrapped around the cylin 
drically~shaped surface 39' of the transfer device 
l3’ by means of the apparatus shown in Fig. 4 of 
the drawings, or by any other suitable means, the 
label being held in position thereon by the suc 
tion applied through ports 40'. 
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6 
It will be apparent to those skilled in the art 

that changes and modifications other than those 
above described may be made without departing 
from the spirit of the invention or the scope of 
the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. In a labeling machine, a label supply sta 

tion, means spaced from said station for support 
ing articles to be labeled, a vacuum device adapt 
ed to carry from said supply station to the article 
to be labeled a label shaped to the label carrying 
surface of such device. said surface having a 
shape other than flat and substantially conform 
ing to the shape of the article surface to which 
the label is to be applied, and means at said label 
supply station for supplying to said device a label 
having a form other than ?at and shaped to sub 
stantially conform to the shape of said surface 
thereof. 

2. In a labeling machine, a vacuum device 
adapted to carry a label shaped to the label car 
rying surface thereof from a transfer station to 
an article, said surface having a shape other than 
flat and substantially conforming to the shape of 
the article surface to which the label is to be‘ ap 
plied, a source of label supply, means for advanc— 
ing the terminal label in said supply to the label 
transfer stationjmeans at the transfer station for 
supplying to said device a label shaped to said 
surface thereof and means for synchronously 
actuating said device and said advancing means 
to carry a shaped label from the transfer station 
to an article and to advance a label from said 
supply to the transfer station during the same 
time. 

3. In a labeling machine, means for supporting 
a source of label supply, means spaced from said 
supply and having a label supporting surface of 
a shape other than ?at and substantially con~ 
forming to the shape of the article surface to 
which the label is to be applied, means for feeding 
the terminal label in said supply to said surface, 
means coacting with said label supporting sur 
face to cause a label to assume the shape of the 
latter, means for delivering the label in its thus 
shaped form to the article and means for syn 
chronously actuating said feeding means and said 
label delivery means to feed a label to said sur 
face and to deliver a shaped label to an article 
during the same time. . 
.4. In a labeling machine, means for support 

ing a source of supply of labels in flat form, 
means for feeding the terminal label in said sup 
ply to a transfer station spaced from such sup 
ply. means at said transfer station for shaping 
the label from a ?at form to a form other than 
?at and substantially conforming to the shape 
of the article surface to which the label is to 
be applied, means having a label carrying sur 
face substantially conformed to the shape of the 
reshaped label for delivering the label in its thus 
shaped form from said transfer station to the 
article and for applying the reshaped label to 
the article, and means for synchronously actuat- ' 
ing said feeding means and said label delivery 
means to feed a label to said transfer station and 
to deliver a shaped label to an article during the 
same time. _ . 

5. In a labeling machine, means for supplying 
labels in flat form from a source of label supply, 
means for shaping the labels into a form other 
than flat and substantially conforming to the 
shape of the article surface to which the label 
is to be applied, means having a label carrying 
surface substantially conformed to the shape of 
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the reshaped label for delivering the label in its 
thus shaped form from said shaping means to 
the article and for applying the reshaped label 
to the article, and means for synchronously ac 
tuating said supplying means and said label de 
livery means to supply a label in flat form to 
said shaping means and to deliver a shaped label 
from said shaping means to an article during the 
said time period, said shaping means being op 
erable at the end of each such period. 

6. In a labeling machine, means for support 
ing a source of label supply, means spaced from 
said supply and having a label supporting sur 
face of a shape other than ?at and substantially 
conforming to the shape of the article surface to 
which the label is to be applied, a vacuum picker 
for feeding labels from said supply to said surface, 
means for shaping the label on said surface and 
holding the label in shaped condition thereon, 
means for transferring the label in its thus 
shaped form from said surface to the article, 
and means for synchronously actuating said 
vacuum picker and said transfer means to feed 
a label from said supply to said surface and to 
transfer a shaped label from said surface to an 
article during the same time. 

7. In a labeling machine, means for support 
ing a source of label supply, means having a label 
supporting surface of a shape other than flat 
and substantially conforming to the shape of 
the article surface to which the label is to be 
applied, a vacuum picker for feeding labels from 
said supply to said surface, means for shaping 
the label on said surface and holding the label 
in shaped condition thereon, a vacuum device 
for transferring the label in its thus shaped form 
from said surface to the article, said device hav 
ing a label carrying surface conforming in shape 
to the shape of said supporting surface, and 
means for synchronously actuating said vacuum 
picker and said vacuum device to feed a label 
from said supply to said surface and to transfer 
a shaped label from said surface to an article 
during the same time. I 

8. In a labeling machine, a label supply sta— 
tion, means spaced from said station for support 
ing articles to be labeled, a, vacuum device 
adapted to travel from said simply’ station to 
said article supporting station and having a 
label carrying surface shaped other than flat and 
substantially conforming to the shape of the 
article surface to which the label is to be applied 
and means separate from said vacuum device 
and located at said label supply station for shap 
ing a ?at label on said surface into conformity 
with the latter. , 

9. In a labeling‘ machine, ‘a vacuum device hav 
ing a predetermined path of travel and having 
a reciprocal movement along a path transverse 
to its path of travel, a label carrying surface of 
a curved con?guration which substantially con 
forms to the shape of the article surface to which 
the label is to be applied, and means for shap~ 
ing a?at label on said surface including a ?exi 
ble strap in the path of such reciprocal move 
ment of said device and adapted to wrap a label 
positioned thereon on such surface during such 
reciprocal movement of said device. 

10. In a labeling machine, the combination 
of article supporting means at a label applying 
station for positioning hollow Iarticles to be 
labeled in label receiving position thereat, a 
vacuum device for delivering labels to the article 
comprising a support, a vacuum head mounted 
in offset position on said support and having a 
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8 
label carrying surface of a con?guration con 
forming to the shape of the article surface to 
which the label is to be applied, means separate 
from said vacuum head and coactable with the 
latter for shaping a flat label on said surface 
into conformity with the latter, and means for 
actuating said device to carry the thus shaped 
label into the interior of the article for applica 
tion thereto. . 

11. In a labeling machine, means for support 
ing a source of label supply, means spaced from 
said source for supporting articles to be labeled, 
means to feed an unactivated adhesive coated 
label in a flat condition from said source to a 
point intermediate the latter and said article 
supporting means, means at said intermediate 
point to shape the flat label to the contour of 
the label supporting surface of transmitting 
means, said surface having a form other than 
flat and substantially conforming to the shape 
of an article surface to which the label is to 
be applied, means to transmit the shaped label 
to said article supporting means and to activate 
the adhesive material on such shaped label dur 
ing such portion of its travel, and means for syn 
chronously actuating said feeding means and 
said transmitting means to feed a label from 
said source to said intermediate point and to 
transmit a shaped label from said intermediate 
point to an article during the same time. 

12. In a labeling machine, means to feed an 
unactivated adhesive coated label in ?at con 
dition, means to shape the label to the contour 
of an article surface having a form other than _ 
?at, means to transmit the shaped label to the 
article surface, means to activate the adhesive 
material on such label after the latter has been 
shaped and during its transmittal to the arti 
cle, and means for synchronously actuating said 
feeding means and said transmitting means to 
feed a label in flat condition and to transmit a 
shaped label to an article during the same time. 

13. In a labeling machine, the combination 
of an article supporting means at a label ap 
plying station for positioning hollow articles in 
label receiving position, a vacuum device for 
delivering labels to the article comprising a sup 
port‘, a cylindrically - shaped vacuum head 
mounted on said support and projecting trans 
versely therefrom, means separate from such 
head for shaping a flat label around the project 
ing cylindrical surface of said head, and means 
for actuating said device to carry such vacuum 
head with the thus shaped label thereon into the 
interior of the article at the label applying sta 
tion. . 

14. In a labeling machine, means for support 
ing a source of label supply, means spaced from 
said source for supporting articles to be labeled. 
a pick-up station intermediate said source of 
label supply and said article support, means for 
transferring individual labels from said source 
to said pick-up station, and means for trans 
porting a label delivered to said pick-up station 
from the latter to an article on said support, and 
means associated with said transporting means 
for activating the adhesive material on said label 
during its passage from said pick-up station to 
the article. 

15. In a labeling machine, means for support 
ing a compacted supply stack of inactivated 
thermoplastic coated labels, means spaced from 
said stack for supporting articles to be labeled, 
a pick-up station intermediate said supply stack 
and said article support, a device for transferring 
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individual labels from said stack to said pick-up 
station, the label engaging portion of said de 
vice being at substantially room temperature so 
as not to activate the adhesive material on said 
labels, and means for transporting a label de 
livered to said pick-up station from the latter 

' to an article on said support, the label engaging 
portion of said transporting means being heated 
to a temperature such as will activate the ad 
hesive material on such label during its passage 
from said pick-up station to the article. 

16. In a labeling machine, means for support 
ing a source of label supply, means spaced from 
said source for supporting articles to be labeled. 
a pick-up station intermediate said source of label 
supply and said article support, a vacuum device 
for transporting a label delivered to said pick-up 
station from the latter to an article on said sup 
port, means for moving said transfer vacuum de 
vice and said transporting vacuum device in pre 
determined relationship, and means associated 
with said transporting vacuum device for acti 
vating the adhesive material on said label in its 
passage from said pick-up station to the article. 

1'7. In a labeling machine, means for support 
ing a supply stack of labels having heat activat 
able adhesive material thereon, means spaced 
from said stack for supporting articles to be 
labeled, a pick-up station intermediate said label 
supply stack and said article support, a vacuum 
device for transferring individual labels from 
said stack to said pick-up station, the label en 
gaging portion of said transfer device being at 
substantially room temperature so as not to acti 
vate the adhesive material on such labels, a 
vacuum device for transporting a label delivered 
to said pick-up station from the latter to an 
article on said support, means associated with 
said transporting vacuum device for supplying 
heat of a temperature to activate the adhesive 
material on such label in its passage from said 
pick-up station to the article, and means for mov 
ing, said transfer vacuum device and said trans 
porting ‘vacuum device in predetermined rela 
tionship. 

18. In a labeling machine, means for support 
ing a source of supply of labels coated with ther 
mo-activatable adhesive, means spaced from said 
source for supporting articles to be labeled, a sup 
port located between said source and said article 
supporting means and spaced therefrom, a ?rst 
label feeding device for removing and transferring 
individual labels from said source to said support, 
said ?rst device operating at a temperature lower 
than the temperature required to activate the 
coating on said label, a second feeding device for 
transporting from said support and depositing 
on articles, the individual labels after said labels 
have been removed from said source by said ?rst 
device, means to heat the thermo-activatable ad 
hesive during the transport of the label by said 
second feeding device, whereby the adhesive is 
activated prior to the deposition of the label on 
the article and means for synchronously actuat 
ing said ?rst and second feeding devices to trans 
mit a label from said source to said spaced sup‘ 
port and to transport a label from said spaced 
support to an article during the same time. 

19. In a labeling machine, means for support 
ing a source of supply of labels coated with ther 
mo-activatable adhesive, means spaced from said 
source for supporting articles to be labeled, feed 
ing means for removing individual labels from 
said source and applying such labels to articles 
at said spaced supporting means, said feeding 
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means including a label carrier capable of carry-' 
ing a plurality of labels simultaneously, means on 
said carrier to heat the thermo-activatable ad 
hesive coatings on such individual labels during 
the transport thereof from said source to said 
supporting means, said heating means being 
effective on a portion only of said carrier, and 
said feeding means including means for trans 
ferring a label from an unheated portion of said 
carrier to a heated portion thereof at a point 
separated from saidvsource of supply and inter 
mediate the latter and said article supporting 
means, whereby the condition of the adhesive 
coatings on such labels is substantially unchanged 
during the initial portion of their transport by 
said feeding means,'and such adhesive coatings 
are activated prior to the deposition of the labels 
by said feeding means on the articles at said 
supporting means. - 

20. In a labeling machine, means for support 
ing a source of label supply, a label carrying de 
vice operable to transmit labels from said source 
of supply along a predetermined path, said de 
vice being constructed to carry two labels simul 
taneously and one portion of said device being 
unheated and another portion of said device being 
heated, and means coactable with said device for 
transferring a label from the unheated portion 
of said device to the heated portion thereof at a 
point spaced from said source of label supply. 

21. In a labeling machine, means for support» 
ing a source of label supply, a unitary label 
pick-up head operable to‘ transmit labels from 
said source of supply along a predetermined path 
and having two label engaging portions for pick 
ing up and carrying labels, vacuum connections 
to each of said portions and one of such portions 
being unheated and the other portion heated, 
and means coactable with said head. for trans 
ferring a label from the unheated portion of said 
head to the heated portion thereof at a point 
spaced from said source of label supply. 

22. In a labeling machine, means for support 
ing a source of label supply, a unitary vacuum 
device operable to transmit labels from said 
source of supply along a predetermined path, said 
device having two label carrying portions and 
having means for heating one of said portions, 
said portions being constructed and arranged on 
said device so that the heat from the heated por 
tion will not substantially a?ect the unheated 
portion thereof, and means coactable with said 
device for transferring a label from the said un 
heated portion thereof to the heated portion 
thereof at a point spaced from said source of label ' 
supply. . 

23. In a labeling machine, means for support 
ing a store of labels, a support for an individual 
label in spaced, predetermined position relative 
to said store, and a unitary vacuum device having 
a predetermined range of movement and operable 
to transmit simultaneously individual labels from 
said store and from said support along predeter 
mined paths, said device having a label engaging 
portion constructed and arranged on said device 
to transport a label from said store to said sup 
port during the range of movement of said device 
in one direction and said device having a second 
label engaging portion constructed and arranged 
on said device to transport a label from said sup: '_ 
port along a predetermined path during the rang 
of movement of said device in the same direction“, 
and means for rendering adhesive the label trans 
ported by said secondlabel engaging portion after 
such label has. been received by the latter and 
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before said second label engaging portion has 
completed its movement in the said direction. 

‘24. In a labeling machine, means for support 
ing a store of labels, a support for an individual 
label in spaced, predetermined position relative 
to said store, and a unitary vacuum device having 
a predetermined path of travel and having a label 
engaging portion constructed and arranged to 
coact with said store to remove a label therefrom 
during the travel of said device in one direction, 
and said device having a second label engaging 
portion constructed and arranged to coact with 
said support to remove a label therefrom during 
the travel of said device in the same direction, 
said ?rst mentioned portion of said device being 
unheated and said second label engaging portion 
of said device being heated, whereby the label re 
moved from said support is heated during the said 
travel of said device. 

25. In a labeling machine, a support for a store 
of labels, a label supply station spaced from the 
store of labels on said support, an article sup 
porting'station spaced from said label supply sta 
tion, a vacuum device arranged to travel from 
said supply station to said article supporting sta 
tion, said device having a restricted vertical 
movement above said label supply station and 
having a label carrying surface shaped other than 

. flat and substantially conforming to the shape of 
the article surface to which the label is to be ap 
plied; means for successively carrying individual 
?at labels from the store on said support to said 
supply station; ‘and means at said supply station 
for shaping a flat label into conformity with said 
surface and for depositing such label on said sur 
face. ‘ 

26.’ In a labeling‘machine, a support for a store 
of labels, a label supply station spaced from the 
store of labels on said support, an article support 
ing station spaced from said label supply station, 
a vacuum device arranged to travel from said 
supply station to said article supporting station, 
said device having a restricted vertical movement 
above said label supply station and having a label 
carrying surface shaped other than flat and sub 
stantially conforming to the shape of the article 
surface to which the label is to be applied, a sec 
ond vacuum device for successively carrying in 
dividual labels from the store on said support to 
said supply station and having a relatively flat 
label ‘carrying surface, means at said supply sta 
tion for shaping a ?at label into conformity with 
the label carrying surface of said ?rst mentioned 
vacuum device and for depositing such label on 
said carrying surface, and means for synchro 
nously actuating said first and second mentioned 
vacuum devices. 

‘ 2'1. In the art of applying labels to articles, that 
improvement which comprises removing succes 
sive terminal labels from a store of labels having 
coatings of heat activatable adhesive material 
and vtransferring such labels successively in 
spaced, independent relation without the appli 
cation of heat to a station spaced from said store. 
depositing such spaced labels in a successive fash 
ion at said station and on their adhesive coated 
surfaces, successively picking'up and transport 
ing the labels from said station to a label apply 
ing station and during such travel to the apply 
ing station, subjecting the labels to such heat as 
to activate the coatings thereon and then suc 
cessively applying the labels to articles. 

as. In the art of applying labels to articles, that 
improvement which comprises removing succes 
sive terminal labels from a store of labels having 
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coatings of heat activatable adhesive material, 
transferring such labels in a successive fashion 
and in a ?at condition without the application of 
heat to a station spaced from said store, reshap 
ing the labels at such station into a shape other 
than flat and substantially conforming to the 
shape of the article surface to which the label is 
to be applied, successively transporting the re 
shaped labels to a label applying station and dur 
ing such travel to the applying station subjecting 
the labels to such heat as to activate the coatings 
thereon, and then successively applying the labels 
to articles. ' 

I 29. In the art of applying labels to articles, that 
improvement which comprises removing succes 
sive terminal labels from a store of labels hav 
ing coatings of heat activatable adhesive ma 
terial, transferring such labels in a successive 
fashion without the application of heat to a sta 
tion spaced from said store, depositing such la 
bels in a successive fashion at such station and 
on their adhesive coated surfaces, maintaining a 
label at such station other than by the adhesive 
coating thereon and while so maintained reshap 
ing the label into a shape other than flat, and 
substantially conforming to the shape of the ar 
ticle surface to which the label is to be applied. 
successively transporting the reshaped labels to 
a label applying station and during such travel 
to the applying station subjecting the labels to 
such heat as to activate the coatings thereon, 
and then successively applying the labels to ar 
ticles. 

30. In a labeling machine, means to support a 
compacted supply of inactivated thermoplastic 
coated labels, means spaced from said supply for 
supporting articles ~to be labeled, means for re 
moving individual labels from said compacted 
supply and for applying such labels to articles on 
said support, said last mentioned means includ 
ing a label removing device operative to remove 
an individual label from such compacted supply 
and having a temperature lower than the activat 
ing temperature of the thermoplastic coating on 
the label, a label applying device having a tem 
perature higher than the activating temperature 
of the thermoplastic coating on such labels and 
means coacting with said removing device and 
said applying device to transfer a label from said 
removing device to said applying device. 

31. In the art of applying labels to articles, that 
improvement which comprises removing succes 
sive terminal labels from‘ a store of labels having 
coatings of heat activatable adhesive material, 
transporting sucli labels successively, in spaced, 
independent relation over a portion of the path 
of travel from said store of labels to the articles 
to be labeled without the application of heat to 
such labels, then while‘ transporting the labels in 
such successive fashion over the balance of such 
path to thearticles to be labeled and without in~ 
terruption of their movement over such balance 
of the path, successively subjecting them for a 
predetermined interval to such heat as to activate 
the coatings thereon, and then successively ap 
plying the labels to articles. 

32. In a labeling machine having article sup 
porting means at a label supplying station for 
positioning hollow articles in label receiving po 
sition, a vacuum head for feeding labels into the 
interior of such articles, said head comprising an 
elongated cylindrically-shaped casing having a 
cross-sectional area less than the cross-sectional 
area of the interior of the article, having a plu 
rality of openings provided in the cylindrical wall 
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thereof and having a vacuum connection at one 
end thereof to cause a label to adhere to the cy 
lindrical wall thereof, means separate from said 
head to provide a label around the perforated 
cylindrical wall of said head, and means for ac 
tuating said head to insert the cylindrical wall 
thereof with a label thereon into the interior of 
an article at the label applying station. 

33. In a labeling machine having article sup 
porting'means at a label supplying station for po~ 
sitioning hollow articles in label receiving posi 
tion with the opening thereof in the line of move 
ment of a label feeding device, a label feeding de 
vice comprising an elongated vacuum head, a 
member supporting one end of said head so that 
the body of said head protrudes from said mem 
ber, means connected to said supporting member 
for moving said head in the direction of protru 
sion of the body thereof and into the interior of 
articles at the label applying station, and means 
separate from said head to provide a label on the 
label carrying surface of the protruding body of 
said head. ' 

34. In a labeling machine, having means to 
support a supply of labels and means to support 
articles to be labeled, the combination of means 
for transmitting labels having coatings of heat 
activatable adhesive material and in successive. 
spaced independent relation to such article sup 
port and for applying such labels to articles at 
such support, said transmitting and applying 
means including a label carrying vacuum, device 
and means for heating the label carrying surface 
of said vacuum device at a temperature higher 
than room temperature to activate the adhesive 
material on such labels, and means for feeding 
such labels in successive, spaced, independent re 
lation from said label supply support to said 
transmitting and applying means, said last men 
tioned means comprising a label carrying vacuum 
device having an unheated label carrying sur 
face. 

35. In a labeling machine, having means to 
support a supply of labels and means to support 
articles to be labeled, the combination of means 
for transmitting labels having coatings of heat 
activatable adhesive material and in successive, 
spaced independent relation to such article sup 
port and for applying such labels to articles at 
such support, said transmitting and applying 
means including a label carrying device and 
means for heating the label carrying surface of 
said device at a temperature higher than room 
temperature to activate the adhesive material on 
such labels, and means for feeding such labels 
in successive, spaced, independent relation from 
said label supply support to said transmitting 
and applying means, said last mentioned means 
comprising a label carrying device having an un 
heated label carrying surface. 

36. In a labeling machine having means to 
support a supply of labels and means to support 
articles to be labeled, of means for feeding labels 
having coatings of heat activatable adhesive ma 
terial from said label support to said article sup 
port. said feeding means comprising a unitary 
vacuum device composed of two vacuum heads 
operable in succession on each label fed from 
such label supply support to said article sup 
port, means for transferring a label from one 
vacuum head to the other, and means for heat~ 
ing said other vacuum head. 

37. A labeling machine such as de?ned in 
claim 36, in which said heated vacuum head has 
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a label carrying surface of substantially greater 
area than that of said unheated vacuum head. 

38. In a labeling machine for handling labels 
having heat activatable adhesive material there 
on, a support for a source of supply of such 
labels, a support for an article to belabeled 
spaced from said supply support, a ?rst label 
carrying device adapted to receive a terminal 
label from such supply and to carry such label 
over a portion of the path from such supply to 
the article, a second label carrying device adapted 
to carry such label over the balance of said path 
from such supply to the article and to apply 
such label to the article, said ?rst label carrying 
device being at a temperature lower than the ac 
tivating temperature of the adhesive material 
on such label, and said second label carrying de 
vice being provided with heating means to heat 
the adhesive material to a temperature above 
the activating temperature thereof and to apply 
such label under pressure to said article. 

39. In a labeling machine for handling labels 
having heat activatable adhesive material there 
on, a support for a source of supply of such 
labels, a support for an article to be labeled 
spaced from said source of supply, means for 
feeding such labels from such source of supply 
to said article support including a ?rst label car 
rying device adapted to carry a label over a por 
tion of its path of feed from such supply to the 
article, and a second label carrying device 
adapted to carry such label over the balance of 
such path and to apply it to the article, said ?rst 
label carrying device being at a temperature so 
as not to activate the adhesive material, means 
provided on said second label carrying device'to 
heat the adhesive material on such label so as to 
activate the same, and means connected to said 
second label carrying device and operative to 
cause the latter to apply the activated label under 
pressure to the article. 

40. In a labeling machine for handling labels 
having heat activatable adhesive material there 
on, a support for a source of supply of such 
labels, a support for an article to be labeled 
spaced from said source of supply, means for 
feeding such labels from such source of supply‘ 
to said article support including a ?rst suction 
device adapted to carry a label over a portion 
of its path of feed from such supply to the arti 
cle, and a second suction device adapted to carry 
such label from place of discharge thereof by 
said ?rst suction device to the article, said ?rst 
suction device being at a temperature lower than 
the activating temperature of the adhesive ma 
terial on such label, and means associated with 
said second suction device for supplying heat of 
a temperature to actuate the adhesive material 
on such label in its passage to the article. 

41. In a labeling machine for handling labels 
having heat activatable adhesive material there 
on, a support for a source of supply of such 
labels, a support for an article to be labeled 
spaced from said source of supply, means for 
feeding such labels from such source of supply 
to an article on said article support including 
a ?rst device for releasably holding individual 
labels and adapted to carry a label over a por 
tion of its path of feed from such supply to the 
article, and a second device for releasably hold 
ing individual labels and adapted to carry such 
label from the place of discharge thereof by said 
first device to the article, said ?rst device being 
at a temperature lower than the activating 
temperature of the adhesive material on such 
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label, means associated with said second device for 
supplying heat of a temperature to activate the 
adhesive material on such label in its passage 
to the article, and means for causing said second 
device to deposit such label on the article. 

42. In a labeling machine for handling labels 
having heat activatable adhesive material there 
on, a support for a source or supply of such 
labels, a support for an article to be labeled 
spaced from said source of supply, means for 
feeding'such labels from such source of supply 
to an article on said article support, including 
a ?rst device for supporting individual labels and 
adapted to carry a label over a portion of its 
path of feed from such supply to an article, and 
a second device for support’ng individual labels 
and adapted to carry such label from the place 
of discharge thereof by said first device to the ar 
ticle, said first device being at a temperature lower 
than the activating temperature of the adhesive 
material on such label, a label engaging surface 
on said second device, means provided on said 
second device for supplying to said label engag 
ing surface heat of a temperature to activate the 
adhesive material on such label in its Passage to 
the article, means for causing said first and sec-_ 
ond devices to move so as to carry such label over 
a predetermined path to a position overlying the 
part of the article to which such label is to be 
applied, and means for moving the label engag 
ing surface of said second device from such po 
sition towards such article part to adhere such 
label to‘ the article under pressure. 

43. In a. machine for forming and applying 
sheets to articles, means for supporting a supply 
stack of sheets, means for supporting articles to 
which the sheets are to be applied, a sheet form 
ing‘ device located between said stack supporting 
means and said article supporting means, a pair 
of sheet carrying suction heads associated with 
said forming device, means for synchronously 
reciprocating one of said heads between the sup 
ply stack: and said forming device and the other 
of said heads between such device and said ar 
ticle support, suction means associated with said 
heads and said forming device and operable to 
control the suction applied to the sheets by said 
heads and said forming device, whereby the 
sheets are removed successively from the supply 
stock by one of said heads to said forming device 
and formed and held formed ,thereat, then re 
moved therefrom and maintained in formed 
condition by the other of said suction heads and 
applied by the latter to an article on said article 
supporting means. 

44. A machine for forming and applying 
sheets to articles, comprising a holder for a sup 
ply of sheets, a sheet forming device spaced 
therefrom and having a con?guration such as to 
impart the desired formation to a sheet, an ar 
ticie supporting means spaced from said form 
ing device, a pair of reciprocablc suction heads, 
said heads being in tandem and one of said heads 
having a surface shaped in correspondence with 
the con?guration of said forming device, one of 
solid heads being arranged to ply between said 
sheet supply holder and said forming device, and 
the other of said heads being arranged to ply 
between said forming device and said article sup 
porting means, controlled suction means asso 
ciated with said heads and said forming device 
and operable therewith to remove a sheet from 
said supply holder, form and hold such removed 
sheet on said forming device, remove the formed 
sheet from said device. maintain the sheet in 
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formed condition and apply the formed sheet to 
an article on said article supporting means. 

45. In a machine for forming and applying 
sheets to articles, means for supporting a supply 
of sheets, a forming device spaced from said sup 
porting means and constructed to impart a de 
sired formation to such sheets, an article sup 
porting means spaced from said forming device, 
a pair of synchronously reciprocable suction 
heads, one of said suction heads having a surface ’ 
contoured in correspondence with the forma 
tion to which such sheets are to be reshaped and 
adapted to cooperate with said forming device 
to conform a sheet therebetween, one of said 
heads being reciprocable to transfer a sheet from 
said sheet support to said forming device and 
the other of said heads being reciprocable to 
transfer a formed sheet from said forming device 
to an article on said article supporting means, 
and to apply such formed sheet to the article. 

46, In a machine for forming and applying 
sheets to articles, means for supporting a supply 
of sheets, a forming device spaced from said sup 
porting means and constructed to impart a de 
sired formation to such sheets, on article sup— 
porting means spaced from said forming device, 
a pair of synchronously reciprocable suction 
heads, one of said suction heads having a sur 
face contourcd in correspondence with the for 
mation to which such sheets are to be reshaped 
and adapted to cooperate with said forming de 
vice to conform a sheet therebetween, one of said 
heads being reciprocable to transfer a sheet from 

' said sheet support to said forming device and the 
other of said heads being reciprocable to trans 
fer a formed sheet from said forming device to 
an article on said article supporting means and 
to apply such formed'shcet to the article, and 
means for rendering adhesive the article engag 
ing surface of a formed sheet during its transit 
from said. forming device to said article sup 
porting means. 

47. In a machine for forming and applying 
sheets to articles, means for supporting a sup 
‘ly of sheets, a support located at a point of 
application at a distance from said supply for 
supporting an article in sheet receiving position, 
a forming station including a forming device 
upon which the sheets are formed located be 
tween said sheel support and said point of ap 
plication, a suction head for removing individual 
sheets from said supply, means for shifting said 
suction head to move a sheet carried thereby 
into forming engagement with said device, a sec 
ond suction head for removing individual formed 
sheets from said forming device and having a 
-face thereof contoured to retain the sheets in 
formed position, means connecting said second 4 
suction head with the shifting means of said 
first mentioned suction head e?ective to move a 
formed sheet carried by said second section head 
toward said article support, means for rendering 
adhesive the article engaging surface of the‘ 
formed sheet during its transit from said form 
ing device to said article support, and means 
associated with said suction head for e?ecting 
application of the formed and udhesively coated 
sheet to the article on said article support 

48. In a machine for forming and applying 
sheets to articles, a forming device having a 
forming surface constructed to distort a sheet 
being reshaped thereon, means including a suc 
tion head‘ coacting with said forming surface to 
deliver a sheet to said surface to reshape the 
sheet and to hold the reshaped sheet by suction 
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on said surface, a second suction head having a 
surface conformed to fit the formed sheet op 
erable to transport the latter from said device 
and apply such formed sheet to an article, and 
means for synchronously moving said suction 
heads into and out of cooperative association 
with said forming device. 

49. In a machine for forming and applying 
sheets to articles, means for supporting a supply 
of sheets, a forming device having a forming sur 
face adapted to receive said sheets for forming, 
means including suction means operable to move 
‘a terminal sheet from said supply to said surface 
and to form the removed sheet on said surface, 
means for supporting articles, a second suction 
means conformed to fit the formed sheet and 
operable to move the latter from said forming 
device to said article supporting means and to 
apply the formed sheet to an article on such sup 
porting means. , . 

50. In a machine for forming and applying 
sheets to articles, means for supporting a sup 
ply of sheets, a forming device having a forming 
surface adapted to receive said sheets for form 
ing, means including‘ suction means operable to 
move a terminal sheet from said supply to said 
surface and to form the removed sheet on said 
surface, means for supporting articles, a second 
suction means conformed to fit the formed sheet 
and operable to move the later from said form 
ing‘device to said article supporting means and 
to apply the formed sheet to an article on such 
supporting means, means joining said first and 
second suction means, and means for impart 
ing reciprocating movement’ to said joining - 
means.‘ 

‘ 51. In a machine for forming and applying 
sheets to articles, means for supporting a supply 
of'sheets, an article support spaced therefrom, 
a sheet forming device intermediate said article 
support and said sheet supporting means, and a 
pair of synchronously and reciprocally movable 
suction heads simultaneously operable, respec 
tively,‘to remove a sheet from said sheet support 
ing means and a formed sheet from said form 
ing device and simultaneously and respectively 
transfer and apply said removed sheet and said 
formed sheet to said forming device and to an 
article on said article supporting means, said 
suction device operating between said forming 
device and said article supporting means having 
a sheet carrying surface different from said other 
suction device and conforming in shape to the 
forming surface of said forming device. 

52. In a machine for applying sheets to ar 
ticles, means for conveying a sheet from one ter 
minal position over a predetermined path to an 
other terminal position and for applying such 
sheet to an article at said latter position, means 
including said conveying means as a part there 
of operable to bend and form such sheet at a 
point in said path intermediate said terminal 
positions, and means for rendering adhesive a 
surface of such sheet following said bending and 
forming operation and before applying such 
formed sheet to an article at said other terminal 
position. 

53. In a machine for forming and applying 
sheets to articles, means for supporting a'supply 
of sheets, a forming device having a sheet reshap 
ing surface adapted to receive said sheets for 
forming, means for transferring a sheet from 
said sheet supporting means to said surface and 
for forming the transferred sheet on said sur 
face, means for supporting articles, and means 
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having a sheet carrying surface conformed to fit . 
the formed sheet and operable to move the lat 
ter from said forming device to said article sup 
porting means and to apply the formed sheet 
to an article on such supporting means. 

54. In a machine for forming and applying 
sheets to articles, means for supportinga supply 
of sheets, a forming device having a sheet reshap 
ing surface adapted to receive said sheets for 
forming, means for transferring a sheet from 
said sheet supporting means to said surface, 
means for forming the transferred sheet on said 
surface, means for supporting articles, and 
means having a sheet carrying surface conformed 
to fit the formed sheet and operable to move the 
latter from said forming device to said article 
supporting means and to apply the formed sheet 
to an article on such supporting means. 

55. In a machine for forming and applying 
sheets to articles, means for supporting a supply 
of sheets, a forming device having a sheet re 
shaping surface adapted to receive said sheets for 
forming, means for transferring a sheet from 
said sheet supporting means to said surface, 
means for supporting articles, and means having 
a sheet carrying surface conformed to the shape 
of the forming surface of said forming device and 
operable to form the transferred sheet on the 
surface of said forming device, to move the 
formed sheet from said forming device to said 
article supporting means and to apply the formed 
sheet to an article on such supporting means. 

56. In the art of forming and applying sheets 
to articles, that improvement which comprises 
removing successive terminal sheets from a store 
of sheets, transferring such sheets in a successive 
fashion to a station spaced from such store, re 
shaping the sheets at such station into the form 
desired for application to the articles, successively 
transporting the reshaped sheets from such sta~ 
tion to an applying station and during such 
transporting step maintaining the sheets in their 
reshaped form, and at the end of such transport 
ing step applying the reshaped sheets to articles 
at the applying station. 

57. In the art of forming and applying sheets 
to articles, that improvement which comprises 
removing successive terminal sheets from a store 
of sheets, transferring such sheets in a successive 
fashion to a station spaced from such store, re 
shaping each sheet at such station into the form 
desired for application to an article and holding 
such sheet formed at such station, then succes 
sively transporting the reshaped sheets from such 
station to an applying station while maintaining 
them in their reshaped form by pressure, and at 
the end of such transporting step successively ap 
plying the. reshaped sheets to articles at the 
applying station. 

58. In'the art of forming and ‘applying sheets 
to articles, that improvement which comprises 
removing successive terminal sheets from a store 
of sheets, transferring such sheets in a successive 
fashion to a station spaced from such store while 
maintaining sheets under the control of suction, 
successively reshaping the sheets at such station 
by bending spaced portions of each sheet away 
from the central portion thereof and holding 
each sheet in its formed condition by suction at 
such station, then successively transporting the 
reshaped sheets from such station to an applying 
station while maintaining them in their reshaped 
form with the aid of suction, and while such 
sheets are being so transported from such inter 
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mediate station to said applying station render 
ing the same capable of being adhesivelu adhered 
to an article, and then successively applying the 
formed sheets to articles at the applying station. 

' ‘ GEORGE W. van HOFE. 
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